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Introduction
The year 2021 continued to present challenges to all - organisations and the community. As

we headed into the second year of the pandemic, it became a normal part of life. Last year,

MGRM continued to adapt to support the community and its projects, and welcomed new

volunteers and a new community and outreach officer, ensuring that the positive energy

continued well into the year. The sectors of healthcare, asylum seekers, families, education,

sex worker rights, hate crime, trans and gender variant youth and same-sex intimate partner

violence, were areas that required further attention.

The year 2021 welcomed an important milestone in MGRM’s history, that of 20 years from its

founding in 2001. This was celebrated through a VOPS project which was aptly named “20

Years of Trailblazing”, focusing on a photographic exhibition and pictorial book (released in

early 2022) featuring highlights in our volunteering, awareness raising, advocacy and

lobbying. The exhibition was held for a week during Pride in September and welcomed

various visitors, including old members of MGRM who enjoyed the trip down memory lane.

The exhibition also paid tribute to Katya Saunders, a trans woman and trailblazer in the

Maltese LGBTIQ community, who will now be the subject of our VOPS 2022 project. The

previous VOPS project for 2020, Rainbow Bridge, was concluded in the beginning of 2021,

concluding its second phase whereby a documentary was created to shed light on the

various struggles that LGBT+ migrants face.

The Rainbow Families Network had to adapt to varying COVID-19 regulations and could not

meet for the better part of the year. Fortunately, removal of some restrictions allowed us to

organise meet-ups in October and November, and we hope to continue to organise activities

and welcome new families to the network. The RSS youth group continued to be organised

throughout the year, and continued to grow such that the group was split into two age groups

and a new youth worker joined the team.

Dar il-Qawsalla moved on to the next stage, awaiting approval from the Planning Authority. It

is planned that the works will be carried out in 2022, and will welcome its first service users

in 2023. 2021 was a year that also saw us organise more social and awareness raising

activities with the aim of fundraising for our projects, namely Dar il-Qawsalla and VOPS. Our

events were diverse, from screenings hosted by local drag talent, to online discussions and

a quiz.



HIV remains a key focus point for MGRM. We are satisfied to say the rollout of new

treatment has been completed and most HIV positive persons in Malta can now take less

pills, with less side effects. Still, issues remain; the lack of consultation on sexual health and

the HIV strategies are still of concern, especially with Malta reported having the highest rate

of annual diagnoses in Europe.

The work carried out in 2021 would not have been possible without the commitment of the

executive committee members and volunteers throughout the year. Their dedication and

growing expertise enabled MGRM to continue to fulfil its mission as it took on new projects

and initiatives. We would like to thank Alex Caruana who resigned as Community and

Outreach Officer in 2021, for his extensive contribution to MGRM’s work, and welcome

Robert Attard to his new role.



Reports
Colette Farrugia Bennett | Rainbow Support Service Coordinator

Mohammed Ali (Dali) Aguerbi | Migrants Liaison and Mentor

Robert Attard | Community Outreach Executive

Social Welfare

Rainbow Families Network

The Rainbow Families Network, which is organised in collaboration with The Malta

Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society, and Elaine Micallef Avallone and Robert Attard are

the main contributors towards this partnership on behalf of MGRM.

Just like the previous year, the RFN was deeply affected by the pandemic and unpredictable

restriction laws. Following many requests from member families, we restarted the Rainbow

Families Network meet-ups towards the end of the year. In October 29th, we had our first of

two social events, a Halloween pumpkin carving event at Girgenti farm.



The second Rainbow Families Network meet-up took place on November 20th at Aġenzija

Żgħażagħ. The children had a “puppets on socks” workshop, whilst the teenagers had a

session focusing on Wellbeing, and the parents participated in a talk on Therapeutic

Parenting which was led by a social worker and a family therapy trainee, Irene Cassar.

Both events were well attended, attracting new

families that weren’t part of previous activities in

2019 & 2020. Towards the end of 2021, we started

planning Rainbow Families Network events for

2022, which we aim to hold on an almost monthly

basis, as per COVID-19 regulations at the time.

LGBTIQ+ Youth Group

The Rainbow Support Service has continued to offer a safe social meeting place for LGBTIQ

young people to come together at the LGBTIQ Youth Group on a regular basis. The LGBTIQ

Youth Group is facilitated and supported by members of Rainbow Support Service, namely

two youth workers - Christian Sammut and Faye Theuma, and two social workers - Gillian

Busuttil and Robert Busuttil. The youth worker’s work is funded through the Memorandum of

Understanding with Aġenzija Żgħażagħ, while the services of the other two facilitators are

funded through the Public Social Partnership Agreement with the Ministry for the Family,

Children’s Rights, and Social Solidarity. The youth group encourages active involvement

through volunteering with MGRM and other NGOs, and continues to build the young

people’s capacity in active participation skills through discussions and other activities.

Just like in 2020, the LGBTIQ Youth Group at Aġenzija Żgħażagħ was deeply affected by

nationwide COVID-19 restrictions throughout the first four months of 2021.



The LGBTIQ Youth Group restarted in May, putting into place a number of precautions in

order to safeguard the safety and health of the participants and professionals. Activities

varied from educational, creative, sport and leisure.

Group Dates Split Group or Joint Activity

07/05/2021 Joint Team Building Activities with Gillian & Chris

21/05/2021 Joint Team Building with Mariella

04/06/2021 Joint ZfinMalta

18/06/2021 Joint Agenzija Zghazagh Talk

02/07/2021 Split Sexual Health

16/07/2021 Split Team Building

30/07/2021 Joint Self Defence Classes

13/08/2021 Split Team Building

27/08/2021 Split Sexual Health

10/09/2021 Joint Escape Game

24/09/2021 Joint Outing

08/10/2021 Joint Session on Violence by Colette Farrugia Bennett

22/10/2021 Joint Creative photography workshop

05/11/2021 Split Sexual Health

19/11/2021 Joint Activism workshop

03/12/2021 Split Sexual Health

17/12/2021 Joint Christmas Party

Rainbow Support Service

During 2021, the social welfare team has continued to offer support to individuals and

families requesting face-to-face and online sessions to discuss issues around LGBTIQ

identities, family relationships and dynamics, coming out, HIV related health matters and

Trans* specific health issues, among others. Due to the pandemic, the services continued to



provide the services online and face-to-face when it was possible. It is important to note that

higher trends of anxiety and other mental health issues were noted during the whole of 2021,

mainly due to limited social interaction that was available due to the global pandemic.

The social welfare team has also continued to provide support services through the National

Gay Helpline and the Rainbow Support Service. The service grew to six members mid-year

due to the higher demand that the service had been experiencing. The team members are:

Beverley Abela Gatt, Colette Farrugia Bennett, Michael Farrugia, Eman Galea, Gillian

Busuttil and Robert Busuttul. This year, 2021, was the second year covered by the second

Public Social Partnership Agreement (PSP) that MGRM had signed with the Ministry for the

Family, Children’s Rights, and Social Solidarity which will come to an end in 2022, thus

negotiations towards the renewal of the agreement will be carried out mid-2022.

Through this service agreement MGRM was able to deliver the Rainbow Support Service

through contracting professionals to support those service users it came in contact with. This

service incorporates the Social Work service, the Youth Group for LGBTIQ persons aged

between 13 and 17, and those 18 years and over, Psychological Support, a Legal

Consultancy Service, provision of Support Groups in the communities, consultation services

for professionals and educators, and training and awareness raising sessions with

professionals and members of society.

During 2021, the Social Work service was in contact with 113 cases, which includes

individuals who identify as LGBTIQ, and family members of LGBTIQ children and adults. Of

these service users, some required regular one-to-one sessions, while others required short

term work. An estimated number of interventions, face-to-face, online sessions, telephone,

email or online chat contact, amounts to over 760 interventions, which is an increase of over

150 interventions when compared to 2020. The Legal Consultancy Service assisted a

number of individuals and families whose issues amongst others were mainly related to

marriage registration, the registration of children, the protection of asylum seekers identifying

as LGBTIQ, and the legal changes in case of Trans individuals and trans children.

Psychological Support was offered to over 10 persons who required further in depth

psychotherapeutic support. A further approximate 25 sessions were conducted with other

professionals and educators in the process of consultation about LGBTIQ issues, especially

in relation to clients or students they are working with.

In 2021, the social workers of the Rainbow Support Service continued to receive supervision

from professionals who have experience in working in this field. The social workers received

12 group supervision sessions, and a number of individual supervision sessions as



necessary for the benefit of the service users. Supervision is the space for both personal and

professional growth, and reflection on the lives of clients that social workers are working

with.

LGBTIQ Migrants

The Rainbow Bridge project is continuing as a social and support group to 30 members of

the LGBTIQ migrants. It provides one on one meetings to provide information about NGO’s

services, Asylum procedures, rights, and sexual health.

The group started meeting in an informal way to socialise by visiting spaces in Malta, like

cultural events and parties.

A workshop was provided to translators in IPA and the court about LGBTIQ community with

a focus on the needs and challenges of Asylum seekers.

Multiple information sessions, conferences and panels were attended by the team in relation

to migration and integration to represent the LGBTIQ migrants. The Political Rights

conference, UNHCR GBV Roundtable, 9th 10th and 11th Migrant Integration conference,

Freedom conference il-hiblu 3, were organised by UNHCR, HRID, and other organisations.

Support to students

The Rainbow Support Service met and supported a number of students who were focusing

their research on LGBTIQ issues in various areas of study including Social Work, Social

Policy, Gender Issues, Counselling and Psychology, etc. Some of the support included

linking the students with potential participants for their research.

National Gay Helpline

MGRM continues to operate the National Gay Helpline (NGH) through a call divert system.

However, most calls for support are now diverted to the Rainbow Support Service.

Training

This service offered training session delivery to over 10 organisations, services and

agencies, namely in the field of education, social services and health. These included staff

from the Richmond Foundation, Karl Vella Foundation, psycho-social staff from public,

church and private schools, and the Children and Young People’s Mental Health Services.



Awareness Raising of 16 Days of Activism against Gender Based Violence

In July, we received an invitation by The Commission on Gender-based Violence and

Domestic Violence, to put forward proposals for initiatives to raise awareness during this

year’s 16 days of activism campaign for the elimination of violence against women and

domestic violence. The theme of 2021’s campaign was “Your Voice Can Set You Free”.

Our proposal to publish a call for local LGBTIQ+ activists to put forward the message

through their art has been approved, resulting in 4 submissions of poetry & illustrations.

In addition to the artworks, we also shared a questionnaire amongst members of the local

LGBTIQ community, in order to gather anonymous information on local experiences of

Same-Sex Intimate Partner Violence. We received six responses, and while it wasn't enough

to create a statistic, we shared anonymous excerpts of the information throughout the

campaign.

On November 25th, Amanda Cossai represented MGRM at the International Day for the

Elimination of Violence Against Women demonstration, organised by MG, YPB & WRF.
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LGBTIQ HEALTH

Trans* Health

In 2021, the Rainbow Support Service continued to liaise with the Gender Wellbeing Clinic

through referrals to the health service. In fact, several trans* individuals who were supported

by the RSS team were later referred to the Clinic to receive appropriate trans* health care.

The Rainbow Support Service continues to liaise with the Ministry for Health and the Gender

Wellbeing Clinic through the provision of feedback and referral of service users. Advocacy

exercises around trans* health are channelled to the Ministry for Health through the Policy

Executive responsible for the Gender Wellbeing Clinic.

HIV

HIV remains one of MGRM’s key focuses with respect to LGBT health, notwithstanding the

fact that this is not exclusively a LGBTIQ topic. As the impact of COVID-19 starts to

dissipate, and notwithstanding lockdowns in March 2021 and a spike in COVID-19

transmission rates late in 2021, the HIV situation started to improve following the shortage of

HIV medication in late 2020. HIV remains a major worry for Malta, as it continues the top of

highest annual diagnoses per capita at a rate of 15.9 per 100,000 compared to a European

average of just 3.7 per 100,000. This worrying statistic is made even worse by the fact that

Malta does not disclose the actual demographic most impacted by HIV. As we try to insist on

testing and prevention, lack of transparency reduces the effectiveness of our work.

As communicated in the previous year, the rollout of new treatment which better aligns to

international standards has now been completed and our understanding is that people in

Malta have a reduced number of pills they need to take every day, with less side effects.

Some teething issues emerged, mostly related to the fact that the medication is now being

dispensed in select local pharmacies as opposed to the Mater Dei pharmacy or through the

POYC scheme. HIV Malta was critical of this strategy, not so much because of the way it

was implemented but mostly because of the lack of consultation.

COVID-19 remains a major impact to Mater Dei’s GU Clinic. Testing is still low, and MGRM

sought to plug this gap by selling discounted HIV kits. In fact, self-test kit orders in 2021



amounted to 92. Of these we are only aware of one case which tested positive, enabling us

to accompany the person and provide support related to the new diagnosis. We remain

concerned that other cases that may have tested positive do not reach out, and remain

stranded, making our home-testing solution only appropriate in the short-term.

Lack of consultation remains a regular theme with respect to HIV and LGBTIQ Sexual Health

generally. A sexual health policy has had to be redrafted because the newly drafted policy

was reportedly based on outdated information. HIV Malta remains vocal on its priorities,

namely an improvement in testing, distribution of PrEP to at-risk communities and the

reduction in the price of PEP. We remain hopeful that these priorities are picked up and

included in the policy should it eventually be issued.

Meanwhile, although the approach towards the end of the pandemic has been beneficial for

the community, MGRM remains impacted by restrictions and by expert advice not to host

groups of people. This means that the plans for peer groups and for a seminar on HIV,

funded by ViiV, remain on hold.

Blood Donation Ban

There have been no development since the September 2019 update to the ban, whereby

MSM may only donate blood after abstaining from sex for one year. MGRM and HIV Malta

feel that this is discriminatory to monogamous members of our community.

Update 2022: A change in the parameters required for blood donation was included in Partit

Laburista’s Electoral Manifesto. The party was re-elected to Government in March 2022.
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Projects

Rainbow Bridge

Funded by the Voluntary Organisations Project Scheme, Rainbow Bridge started to take

shape in 2020, and was released on YouTube on March 26th 2021. The aim of the project

was to shed light on the various struggles that LGBT+ migrants face during their journey to

Europe and the double discrimination encountered in Malta, both as migrants and as

members of the LGBT+ community. The project was divided into two stages, a 2 hour

webinar and the second stage a video documentary and a leaflet.

To this day, the documentary has 1242 views.

20 Years of Trailblazing

The main aim of the project was to commemorate the past 20 years of MGRM’s activism,

celebrating the progress made in this period of time, and highlighting the importance and

power of activism. The project was divided into two stages- the first being an exhibition that



was held in September 2021, during Pride Week. The exhibition was held at DESKO in

Valletta, from the 12th till 18th of September. Apart from a curated photographic history of

MGRM’s activism as well as a timeline of MGRM’s 20 years, the exhibition featured a small

display of some of the outfits worn by Katya Saunders, a Maltese transgender trailblazer.

The exhibition was curated by Margerita Pule.

Rainbow Library

In its first year, the library saw an increase of 50 members, and an increase of 527 books,

most of which were donated by members of the community. Opening hours are still every

Tuesday and Thursday between 3pm and 6pm. Due to COVID-19 restrictions, no events

were held in the library.

Dar il-Qawsalla

In 2021, we got the clearance from the Lands Authority, and the architects got in touch with

the Planning Authority who issued their final list of issues to be tackled, namely issues

related to Access for All CRPD regulations. We are currently starting the construction phase,

following the approval of Access for All CRPD regulations.

Update 2022: By time of writing, the Planning Authority permits have now been issued and

work can commence on the restoration of the house.
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International Relations

TGEU

Malta continues to be a member of of Transgender Europe, but did not participate in any of

the events in 2021.

IGLYO

On 23rd October 2021, MGRM participated in IGLYO’s Annual Meeting Conference,

attending:

● Activists’ self-care & wellbeing during & post COVID-19 workshops

● Statutory workshops

● Networking workshops.

MGRM also participated in the general assembly, where IGLYO presented:

● The Work Plan for 2022

● The 2021 Annual Report

● Proposed Budget for 2022

● Draft of the IGLYO Strategy 2022-2025

ILGA-Europe AGM

Due to the pandemic, the ILGA-Europe Gathering was held online from the 25th to the 29th

of October 2021. The AGM was held online on the 30th October 2021. The annual report,

candidate profiles and other documents were disseminated prior to the meeting for perusal,

and voted on during the meeting with links being provided to an online portal for voting

during the AGM.



MGRM’s Mohamed Ali Aguerbi also held a workshop at ILGA Europe’s Gathering

highlighting the realities faced by LGBTIQ migrants in Malta.

The Commonwealth Equality Network (TCEN)

TCEN was established in 2013 as ‘a network of organisations challenging inequality based

on sexual orientation, gender identity and expression, and sex characteristics. The Network

was set up to give a global voice to LGBTI+ communities across the Commonwealth and to

support joint advocacy to provide an answer to the colonial legacy of homophobia – a

Commonwealth solution to a Commonwealth problem.’ TCEN has members from 47

Commonwealth countries with Malta being represented by MGRM. As a member of TCEN,

MGRM is a member of the Management Board (MB) which oversees the work of TCEN and

is responsible for the day-to-day governance of the organisation. MGRM sits on the board as

the Europe Regional Representative. MGRM is represented by Mark Harwood on TCEN.

As part of MGRM’s work on the management board several commitments were undertaken

during 2021. It is customary for the MB to meet in January in London to review the previous

year and plan for the current year. Due to COVID-19 this did not happen in London but took

place online at the end of January with meetings concentrated on 28th January.

In January 2021 MGRM also agreed to participate in the governance review which TCEN

was undertaking. TCEN procured funding in 2020 to undertake a governance review to

ensure that the network was organised in a manner to meet the challenge of an expanding

membership. It was felt that the initial statute and supporting documents had been drafted

for a smaller organisation in mind and that a review was needed. To that end a call was

issued for applicants to coordinate this review. MGRM participated as part of the selection

board of the applicants, participating in interviews with the process taking place on 22

January 2021.

In February MGRM participated in the governance review process by helping to coordinate

the European participants which would help in the review process. This involved a series of

online meetings on 12 February. MGRM also participated in the review by completing the

questionnaires linked to the exercise as well as a series of interviews with the experts where

MGRM gave their feedback on the role of regional representatives. Much of this work took

place through a series of meetings that took place on 19 February, 18 March, 30 April, 21

July.



In February 2021 (26 February) MGRM also participated in an online training programme

coordinated by TCEN which discussed the use of social media for lobbying and how social

media can be used to coordinate activism.

On 17 November 2021 TCEN held its AGM. In preparing for the AGM, MGRM participated in

preparatory meetings in October where the focus was upon the election of the new MC. The

TCEN statute states clearly that regional representatives cannot serve more than two,

concurrent terms. This meant that MGRM could not continue to sit on the MB as Europe

Regional Representative. Therefore, preparations for the 2021 AGM focused on two fronts.

On the first, the MB as a whole had to agree on the election process as the AGM would be

being held online. The current MB had also stayed on beyond its original 2 year mandate,

due to the pandemic. For this reason, it was felt that it was especially important to ensure

that the process was clear and transparent as the MB had been in place beyond its two year

mandate. In addition to this process, MGRM had to coordinate the Europe regional

representative nominations and reached out to all 7 Europe organisations. After internal

discussions and voting in the AGM, Scott Cuthbertson of Equality Network was elected. In

this way, by November 2021 MGRM stopped being a member of the MB but remained a

TCEN member and committed to supporting the network.

Platform of Human Rights Organisations Malta (PHROM)

MGRM continues to be a member of PHROM’s executive committee but the platform did not

meet in 2021.
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Rep ARTICLE MEDIUM DATE

MGRM Calls For PN Action After Edwin Vassallo
Labels Equal Marriage Laws ‘Inhumane’
https://lovinmalta.com/news/mgrm-calls-for-pn-action-a
fter-edwin-vassallo-labels-equal-marriage-laws-inhuma
ne/

LovinMalta 21
January
2021

‘It’s An Uphill Battle’: Brexit Led To Maltese LGBT+
Group’s Shortage Of Crucial HIV Testing Kits
https://lovinmalta.com/news/its-an-uphill-battle-brexit-le
d-to-maltese-lgbt-groups-shortage-of-crucial-hiv-testin
g-kits/

LovinMalta 22
February
2021

MGRM Concerned over Replacement of Specialised
Sexual Health Clinic with Community Services
https://www.maltatoday.com.mt/lifestyle/health/107889/
mgrm_concerned_over_replacement_of_specialised_s
exual_health_clinic_with_community_services

MaltaToday 23
February
2021

Malta hails EU’s adoption of LGBTI Freedom Zone,
Celebrating Maltese MEP’s Work
https://lovinmalta.com/ewropej/mgrm-hails-eus-adoptio
n-of-lgbti-freedom-zone-celebrating-maltese-meps-wor
k/

LovinMalta 12 March
2021

MGRM flags increase in syphilis cases, Malta has
highest rate in Europe
https://www.maltatoday.com.mt/lifestyle/health/108296/
mgrm_flags_increase_in_syphilis_cases_malta_has_h
ighest_rate_in_europe

MaltaToday 12 March
2021

Double Isolation of LGBT Migrants
https://timesofmalta.com/articles/view/double-isolation-
of-lgbt-migrants.860500

Times of
Malta

16 March
2021

'Solidarity from priests' gives LGBT activists hope,
despite Vatican decree
https://timesofmalta.com/articles/view/solidarity-from-pr
iests-gives-lgbt-activists-hope-despite-vatican.859648

Times of
Malta

22 March
2021
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Double isolation of LGBT migrants
https://timesofmalta.com/articles/view/double-isolation-
of-lgbt-migrants.860500

Times of
Malta

26 March
2021

LGBT Hate Crime Reports Aren’t Taken Seriously In
Malta, Gay Rights Lobby Warns
https://lovinmalta.com/news/lgbt-hate-crime-reports-ar
ent-taken-seriously-in-malta-gay-rights-lobby-warns/

LovinMalta 5 April
2021

Labour condemns Herman Schiavone’s ‘transphobic’
comment
https://newsbook.com.mt/en/labour-condemns-herman
-schiavones-transphobic-comment/

Newsbook 15 April
2021

President Faces Pushback Over ‘Continued
Association’ With Activists Set On ‘Rolling Back Civil
Rights Progress’
https://lovinmalta.com/news/president-faces-pushback-
over-continued-association-with-activists-set-on-rolling
-back-civil-rights-progress/

LovinMalta 17 June
2021

Play voices concerns, aspirations of people living with
HIV in Malta
https://timesofmalta.com/articles/view/play-voices-conc
erns-aspirations-of-people-living-with-hiv-in-malta.8801
57

Times of
Malta

18 June
2021

Trans Athletes in sport debate on unfair advantage
divides athletes and supporters
https://www.maltatoday.com.mt/sports/olympics/11052
9/trans_athletes_in_sport_debate_on_unfair_advantag
e_divides_athletes_and_supporters

MaltaToday 28 June
2021

CC Attitudes don’t change overnight - Cynthia Chircop
https://www.maltatoday.com.mt/news/interview/111251/
attitudes_dont_change_overnight__cynthia_chircop

MaltaToday 3 August
2021

NGOs’ coalition demands radical reform at prison, call
for ombudsman
https://www.maltatoday.com.mt/news/national/111581/
ngos_coalition_demand_radical_reform_at_prison_call
_for_ombudsman#.YkAZdnpBxD8

MaltaToday 21 August
2021

Air Malta’s Newly Implemented Gender Neutral Terms
Welcomed By LGBTIQ+ Community
https://lovinmalta.com/news/local/air-maltas-newly-impl
emented-gender-neutral-terms-welcomed-by-lgbtiq-co
mmunity/

LovinMalta 9
Septembe
r 2021

Pride
https://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2021-09-10/bl
ogs-opinions/Pride-6736236593

Malta
Independent

10
Septembe
r 2021

https://timesofmalta.com/articles/view/double-isolation-of-lgbt-migrants.860500
https://timesofmalta.com/articles/view/double-isolation-of-lgbt-migrants.860500
https://lovinmalta.com/news/lgbt-hate-crime-reports-arent-taken-seriously-in-malta-gay-rights-lobby-warns/
https://lovinmalta.com/news/lgbt-hate-crime-reports-arent-taken-seriously-in-malta-gay-rights-lobby-warns/
https://newsbook.com.mt/en/labour-condemns-herman-schiavones-transphobic-comment/
https://newsbook.com.mt/en/labour-condemns-herman-schiavones-transphobic-comment/
https://lovinmalta.com/news/president-faces-pushback-over-continued-association-with-activists-set-on-rolling-back-civil-rights-progress/
https://lovinmalta.com/news/president-faces-pushback-over-continued-association-with-activists-set-on-rolling-back-civil-rights-progress/
https://lovinmalta.com/news/president-faces-pushback-over-continued-association-with-activists-set-on-rolling-back-civil-rights-progress/
https://timesofmalta.com/articles/view/play-voices-concerns-aspirations-of-people-living-with-hiv-in-malta.880157
https://timesofmalta.com/articles/view/play-voices-concerns-aspirations-of-people-living-with-hiv-in-malta.880157
https://timesofmalta.com/articles/view/play-voices-concerns-aspirations-of-people-living-with-hiv-in-malta.880157
https://www.maltatoday.com.mt/sports/olympics/110529/trans_athletes_in_sport_debate_on_unfair_advantage_divides_athletes_and_supporters
https://www.maltatoday.com.mt/sports/olympics/110529/trans_athletes_in_sport_debate_on_unfair_advantage_divides_athletes_and_supporters
https://www.maltatoday.com.mt/sports/olympics/110529/trans_athletes_in_sport_debate_on_unfair_advantage_divides_athletes_and_supporters
https://www.maltatoday.com.mt/news/interview/111251/attitudes_dont_change_overnight__cynthia_chircop
https://www.maltatoday.com.mt/news/interview/111251/attitudes_dont_change_overnight__cynthia_chircop
https://www.maltatoday.com.mt/news/national/111581/ngos_coalition_demand_radical_reform_at_prison_call_for_ombudsman#.YkAZdnpBxD8
https://www.maltatoday.com.mt/news/national/111581/ngos_coalition_demand_radical_reform_at_prison_call_for_ombudsman#.YkAZdnpBxD8
https://www.maltatoday.com.mt/news/national/111581/ngos_coalition_demand_radical_reform_at_prison_call_for_ombudsman#.YkAZdnpBxD8
https://lovinmalta.com/news/local/air-maltas-newly-implemented-gender-neutral-terms-welcomed-by-lgbtiq-community/
https://lovinmalta.com/news/local/air-maltas-newly-implemented-gender-neutral-terms-welcomed-by-lgbtiq-community/
https://lovinmalta.com/news/local/air-maltas-newly-implemented-gender-neutral-terms-welcomed-by-lgbtiq-community/
https://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2021-09-10/blogs-opinions/Pride-6736236593
https://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2021-09-10/blogs-opinions/Pride-6736236593


Unprogressive Malta Exposed: MGRM and Civil
Society Network Call out Infamous Maltese Ex Gay for
Celebrating Deadnaming
https://lovinmalta.com/lifestyle/lgbt/unprogressive-malt
a-exposed-mgrm-and-civil-society-network-call-out-infa
mous-maltese-ex-gay-for-celebrating-deadnaming/

LovinMalta 19
Septembe
r 2021

Malta holiday for British X Factor singer soured by
homophobia and sexual harassment
https://www.maltatoday.com.mt/news/national/112831/
malta_holiday_for_british_x_factor_singer_soured_by_
homophobia_and_sexual_harassment

Malta Today 22
October
2021

Media Appearances

Rep ARTICLE/PROGRAMME MEDIUM DATE

CC Sex work reform on Popolin TVM 3 Feb 2021

CFB Iż-Żgħażagħ u Madwarna Radju Malta 12 Mar 2021

AC Georvin Bugeja One Radio 18 May 2021

AC KikkraTe Net TV 9 June 2021

CC Aħna Hawn with Eman Borg Campus FM 3 June 2021

https://lovinmalta.com/lifestyle/lgbt/unprogressive-malta-exposed-mgrm-and-civil-society-network-call-out-infamous-maltese-ex-gay-for-celebrating-deadnaming/
https://lovinmalta.com/lifestyle/lgbt/unprogressive-malta-exposed-mgrm-and-civil-society-network-call-out-infamous-maltese-ex-gay-for-celebrating-deadnaming/
https://lovinmalta.com/lifestyle/lgbt/unprogressive-malta-exposed-mgrm-and-civil-society-network-call-out-infamous-maltese-ex-gay-for-celebrating-deadnaming/
https://www.maltatoday.com.mt/news/national/112831/malta_holiday_for_british_x_factor_singer_soured_by_homophobia_and_sexual_harassment
https://www.maltatoday.com.mt/news/national/112831/malta_holiday_for_british_x_factor_singer_soured_by_homophobia_and_sexual_harassment
https://www.maltatoday.com.mt/news/national/112831/malta_holiday_for_british_x_factor_singer_soured_by_homophobia_and_sexual_harassment


Robert Attard | Community Outreach Officer

Joe Grima | Member responsible for HIV Malta

Advocacy & Lobbying

Local Networking

In 2021, MGRM continued to work with a number of entities through the LGBTIQ

Consultative Council, the Consultative Council for Women’s Rights, as well as through its

membership in PHROM, the Platform for Human Rights Organisations in Malta. It has

supported and collaborated with other organisations throughout the year. Organisations we

have worked with include; the Malta Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society, Checkpoint

Malta, aditus, Moviment Graffitti, MMSA - Malta Medical Students’ Association and Beta Psi.

Equality Act and Human Rights and Equality Commission Act

Discussions on Bills 96 and 97 slowed down in 2021, but remained ongoing. Obstacles

beyond MGRM and other stakeholders’ control, such as changes in ministerial portfolios

where the bills fell, meant that the discussions did not lead to a conclusion. Meetings held

with the Minister responsible for the Equality portfolio in late 2021, together with other

stakeholders were considered successful however by end-2021, no further action was taken

on these Bills.

2022 Update: A General Election was announced in early 2022, meaning that progress on

these two bills has now stalled and will need to re-start with the appointment of a new

Government. Whilst further updates will be provided in the 2022 report, we are satisfied to

note that Partit Laburista elected in Government by time of writing, has included provisions

for an equality legislative framework in its electoral manifesto.

Sex Work Reform

The Equality portfolio moved to the Ministry of Equality, Research and Innovation earlier this

year, with no progress reported as to when the bill will be presented to parliament. There

were some discussions in civil society by the coalition of NGOs in favour of full

decriminalisation (Malta LGBTIQ Rights Movement (MGRM), Allied Rainbow Communities

(ARC), Aditus Foundation, LGBTI+ Gozo, Checkpoint Malta and Integra Foundation), as well

as the Malta Women’s Lobby, who are in favour of the Swedish model, early in the year.



Constitutional Amendments

No direct lobbying has been carried out in 2021.

Update 2022: Indirect lobbying on this topic led to the inclusion of Constitutional

Amendments in Partit Laburista’s Electoral Manifesto. The party was re-elected to

Government in March 2022.



Cynthia Chircop | Co-Coordinator

Joe Grima | Member responsible for HIV Malta

Marketing

Merchandise

Throughout the year, pride flags as well as badges and other small items continued to be

sold online and during events. We also continued to sell queer t-shirts and totebags

designed by Kim Cauchi. We hope to diversify our merchandise in the upcoming year.

Membership

Throughout 2021, as previous years, members could opt to choose from the following three

different types of membership:

● Bronze Membership: which is free, however does not give the individual the right to

vote during MGRM’s annual general meeting (AGM).

● Silver Membership: €20 fee a year and gives the individual opting for this option the

right to vote during the annual general meeting (AGM), for the committee members

one thinks will best represent them and continue building and working on behalf of

the LGBTIQ community’s best interest.

● Gold Membership: €50 fee a year, giving the individual opting for this option the right

to vote during the annual general meeting (AGM) and €30 are a contribution towards

MGRM’s projects and aid to cover further core costs and resources.

Individuals who wish to become a member or renew their membership can do so via

MGRM’s official website (http://maltagayrights.org/become-a-member/). When signing up as

a member, a membership card is sent by post to the provided address. All memberships

expire yearly. An email is sent to all the members prior to their membership expiry date

informing them about this and providing further details if they would like to renew their

membership and if not, their personal data is deleted accordingly from MGRM’s membership

list.

Membership to the organisation continued to be advertised on social media, and presence

retained on our website. This year also saw a newsletter being sent every few months to

members to inform them of current projects, past activities and future events. 62 Members

http://maltagayrights.org/become-a-member/


were recruited in 2021: Bronze - 39 Memberships, Silver - 16 Memberships, Gold - 7

Memberships.

Social Media - Rainbow Support Service

The Rainbow Support Service youth group continued to be promoted on social media,

advising followers of the upcoming meetings a few weeks before through posts. On the other

hand, due to the restrictions of the office which could not allow safe social distancing, Kafe

mill-Ufficcju was still not re-organised, and thus not promoted. The RSS page was also used

to promote studies carried out locally by university departments and students. Stories and

news were also posted to the page.

Page likes increased from 2122 to 2391, an increase of 269 likes.

In terms of post frequency, news and information (on studies, activities, workshops

etc.) were shared a few times a month. Motivational posts and factual information shared on

the page to improve engagement. Attendance to the youth group was regular over this year,

despite the pandemic.

Website & Social Media - MGRM

The website continued to be updated with our projects and various resources throughout

2021. Website visits were consistently over 1000 with the exception of August and

December, improving on the previous year.



International and local news, as well as reports and promotion of MGRM’s own activities,

social, educational and advocacy constitute the major part of the content shared on the

Facebook page. The MGRM page was also used to promote studies carried out locally by

university departments, students as well as educational workshops by organisations.

As of December 2021 the page likes stand at 8,818; an increase of 555 likes from the start

of the year. Daily updates on the page have contributed significantly to improving

engagement in a year, in addition to internal efforts to gain followers.

Website & Social Media - HIV Malta

HIV Malta’s facebook page has reached 600 likes and follows by December 2021,

registering a decreased growth of 75 follows although facebook visits reduced by 20%. As

advised in previous years, though not substantial, the number of followers is substantial

compared to the actual community. This enables us to effectively communicate important

messages that need to reach the community.



MGRM’s HIV-specific website, www.hivmalta.com remains very important for the

dissemination of HIV-related information. 2021 saw the website receiving 6.8k visits (+14%

yr/yr) and 12k page views (+12% yr/yr).

The visits this year were relatively equally distributed, peaking in March, September and

December. Most visits are either through Google (4.7k), or Direct (1.5k), with remaining visits

mostly arriving from social media.

The pages on testing and self-test kits are the most popular, which indicates that this

remains a top concern for people who seek to learn more about HIV. Other pages that were

popular in 2021 were those related to PrEP, Treatment and Access to Treatment, FAQ,

Prevention and the Contact Us page, as illustrated below.

http://www.hivmalta.com




Robert Attard | Community Outreach Officer

Events

Rainbow Bridge Documentary Launch (Online)

Due to COVID-19 restrictions, we launched our documentary Rainbow Bridge online via

Facebook live on March 26th at 19:00. The documentary gives LGBT+ migrants a voice by

telling their stories, the challenges they met and are still meeting but also their hopes and

dreams for the future. The event reached over 8000 people on Facebook.

Kelmtejn: Trans Day of Visibility (Online)

For Trans Day of Visibility, two trans activists from MGRM held an online event discussing

themes that affect trans* people. During the discussion, there was also a Q&A session from

the audience.



Let’s Talk Trans: Webinar (Online)

Together with Jimpurtana, we have organised a webinar to close off Trans Visibility Month on

April 30th. A number of local activists participated in this webinar, discussing the topic of

trans visibility, share experiences of discrimination, clarify misconceptions, and raise

awareness.

20 Years of Trailblazing: Exhibition

Celebrating MGRM’s 20th Anniversary, 20 Years of Trailblazing was a celebration of our

work in advocacy and in supporting our community over the last 20 years, but it is also a

celebration of the power of volunteering, and how volunteers work to make Malta a more

inclusive society.

In addition to MGRM’s history, the exhibition also included a tribute to one of the earliest

trailblazers of the LGBTIQ community in Malta, the fashion model Katya who appeared in



our events. Showcasing a selection of her outfits, the tribute was a teaser of one of MGRM’s

projects for 2022.

The exhibition was held at DESKO in Valletta from the 12th till the 18th of September.

Il-Pożittivi

Il-Pożittivi is a play by Culture Venture, focusing on people living with HIV in Malta. The

theatrical production was part of the project called Acting on the Margin: Arts as Social

Sculpture (AMASS), an arts-based action research project that aims to create concrete

opportunities for people to come together and accompany artists as agents in creative

projects and interpretations. MGRM’s contributed to this project by acting as gatekeeper and

researchers, providing the scriptwriter with anonymised transcripts and recordings of

interviews held with people living with HIV in Malta.

The production was released online as a ticketed event in May 2021, and a physical

production is expected to be held in 2022.



Pride Open Mic 2021

On September 15th, we organised an open mic together with KitbaQueer, as part of our

Pride Month celebration. We had 15 spots, and had members of the LGBTIQ+ community &

allies reading poetry, short stories and performing music.

BPM Film Screening

For Pride week, MGRM and Moviment Graffitti teamed up to host a free film screening of the

award-winning 2017 film "BPM" on the 16th of September. The event was attended by 10

people.



David Bowie Made Me Gay

“David Bowie Made Me Gay” was held at Maori Bar in Valletta on 27th September, in

collaboration with Moviment Graffitti. Serving as another event during pride month, the night

was packed with music, music related games and dress up. The event was well attended,

with an approximate number of 80 people filling the small venue.

Drag Race UK Viewing Events

Every Sunday from 3rd October until 28th November, we held Drag Race UK Viewing events

at Moviment Graffitti in Valletta, which were hosted by a selection of Maltese drag artists:

Crush Velvet, Klonn, Blakk Velvet, Patricia Tibwii, Venus Divine, Daddy Diva, Teddi

Rockerfelt & Olivia Lilith. A total of 217.42Euros of donations were collected throughout the

events.



Haunted Haus: Death Becomes Her Halloween Screening

Alongside the weekly Drag Race screening, we celebrated Halloween by screening ‘Death

Becomes Her’. We had an attendance of 8 people.

Surviving Voices - World AIDS Day 2021

Together with Moviment Graffitti, Checkpoint Malta and Udjenza, we organised an event

aimed at raising awareness and sharing thoughts and ideas about this issue with the public.

Surviving Voices, started with the screening of a short film about the experiences of trans

persons who are HIV positive. Following the screening, we had a panel discussion which

explored issues related to HIV and AIDS both in relation to the local situation as well as

bringing in intersectional elements.



Together with Udjenza, a snippet from the play “Il-Pożittivi '' written by Simon Bartolo,

directed by Toni Attard and produced by Culture Venture, was screened during the event.

Dragula Episodes 1-4 Screenings

In continuation to the Drag Race viewing parties, we screened Episodes 1-4 across 2

Sundays on December 5th & 12th, hosted by Beau the Dapper & Venus Divine respectively.

The events weren’t very well attended.

Happiest Season - Film Screening

To celebrate the festive season, MGRM teamed up with KitbaQueer for a film screening of

“Happiest Season”. The event was attended by 6 people, and was held at Moviment Graffitti

on the 19th of December.



Queer Xmas Pub Quiz

To close off the year, MGRM hosted a pub quiz hosted by local drag artists Klonn & Blakk

Velvet. The event was held at Storeroom in Ta Xbiex on December 21st, and was well

attended in spite of the rising COVID-19 number. A number of 6 teams participated with an

approximate number of 40 people attending the event.



FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

The Financial Statements are being circulated separately.
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INCOME & EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT
For the year ended 31st December

€ € € € € €
Income:
ILGA HRVDF -                -                
Rausing Trust Fund -                -                
Support Groups Trust Fund -                -                
Youth Programme Funds -                -                
Civil Society Grant -                -                
Voices Foundation Grant -                -                
IE Capacity Building Grant -                -                
Marriage Equality -                -                
US Embassy Grant -                -                
Civil Society Grant 2 -                -                
NGO Grant 2014 -                1,801         
Small Initiatives Scheme -                -                
IE Advocacy and Documentation Fund -                -                
Be Active Scheme #OurStory -                -                
VOPS RSS Grant 2016 -                -                
Civil Society Organisations Fund 2016 -                -                
UNI-Form -                -                
PSP Agreement 2017 - 2019 63,671        58,417        
US Embassy Grant Rainbow Support Service -                2,957         
VIIV Healthcare HIV Project 190            1,110         
Civil Society Fund 2017 -                -                
VOPS 2017 -                -                
Agenzija Zghazagh MOU 4,379         1,806         
VOPS 2018 -                -                
Google Grant -                1,139         
AZ Be Active Youth activism Project -                -                
IE Refugee Fund -                -                
VOPS 2019 -                6,457         
VOPS 2020 7,445         270            
Trans Fund and Other Events -                254            
COVID-19 Emergency Fund 118            185            
Erasmus+ - Tell&Tale -                -                
Dar Qawsalla 1,209         -                
VOPS 2021 - 20 YOT 3,960         -                
Donations & Fund-Raising 8,668         5,523         
Membership Fees 634            190            

90,273        80,109        
Administration Expenses:
P.R. Literature & Brochures 2,275        2,808         
Salaries 18,352      16,941        
NI Contributions 5,916        5,995         
Rent 3,600        3,600         
Water & Electricity 301           270            
Printing 5,940        4,906         
Postage 98            -                
Telephone 1,984        1,422         
Internet & Web-based Subscriptions 945           697            
Office Stationery 110           784            
Books 384           1,801         
Filming & Video Footage 8,779        -                
Legal Fees 5,584        6,055         
Audit & Accountancy Fees 400           350            
Professional Fees 24,336      24,499        
Office Machine Maintenance 15            -                
Refreshments 103           99              
Premises Expenses -               -                
Bank Charges 525           484            
Insurance 190           190            
Assistance 118           1,288         
Depreciation - Office Furniture & Equipment 214           80,169     703            72,892        

Event Expenses:
Travelling 70            192            
Conferences 1,097        865            
Entertainment 489           985            
Permits 1,209        -                
Equipment Hire -               150            
Training Costs -               2,780         
Miscellaneous Expenses 5,478        8,343       88,512        2,292         7,264         80,155        

NET SURPLUS / (DEFICIT) 1,761         (46)             

BALANCE SHEET
As at 31st December

€ € € €
Fixed Assets:
Office Furniture & Equipment -                697            

Current Assets:
Sundry Debtors -              -                
Bank Current A/c #1 23,857     51,610        
Bank Current A/c #2 131,680    10,657        
Bank Savings 0             0               
Bank Current A/c #3 - UNIFORM 1,999       -                
Bank Current A/c #4 - VOPS18 904          3,730         
Bank Current A/c #5 - Erasmus 26,602     -                
PayPal 59           8               
Petty Cash 1,059       186,161      1,168         67,173        

TOTAL NET ASSETS 186,161      67,870        

FUNDS & LIABILITIES
ILGA HRVDF Reserve -                
Rausing Trust Fund Reserve -                
Youth Programme Funds Reserve -                
Civil Society Grant Reserve -                
Voices Foundation Grant Reserve -                
IE Capacity Building Grant Reserve -                
Marriage Equality Reserve -                
US Embassy Grant Reserve -                
Civil Society Grant 2 Reserve -                
Grundtvig Preparatory Mtg Grant Reserve -                
Ministry for Civil Liberties Pride Reserve -                
US Embassy Grant It Gets Better Reserve -                
IE Advocacy and Documentation Fund Reserve -                
VOPS RSS Grant 2016 Reserve -                
Civil Society Organisations Fund 2016 Reserve -                
UNI-Form Reserve -                
IE Refugee Fund Reserve -                

Current Liabilities:
Sundry Creditors 1,000       1,000         
Accruals 7,283       8,283         6,259         7,259         

US Embassy Grant Rainbow Support Service Reserve 237            237            
EEA/Norway Grant Reserve -                -                
NGO Grant 2014 Reserve 41              41              
PSP Agreement 2017 - 2019 Reserve 782            454            
VIIV Healthcare HIV Project Reserve 8,391         8,580         
VOPS 2017 Reserve 33              33              
AZ Be Active Scheme Broken Lens Reserve 20              20              
VOPS 2018 Reserve 225            225            
Google Grant Reserve 3,414         3,414         
AZ Be Active Youth activism Project Reserve 262            262            
Agenzija Zghazagh MOU Reserve 3,359         2,738         
VOPS 2019 Reserve 86              86              
Trans Fund and other Events Reserve 1,669         1,669         
VOPS 2020 Reserve 285            3,730         
COVID-19 Emergency Fund Reserve 138            256            
Erasmus+ - Tell&Tale Reserve 26,602        26,602        
Dar Qawsalla Reserve 118,791      -                
VOPS 2021 - 20 YOT Reserve -                -                
Accumulated Surplus 13,543        11,782        

186,161      67,387        

2021 2020

2021 2020


